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Editorial

Dear Reader,
In our last Magazine we outlined our new sales concept. In the meantime we’re proud to declare:
Our customers think it’s great! Today STAHL CraneSystems develops and produces high-quality
crane technology – as a partner of crane and systems manufacturers. Our customers appreciate
the close contact and competent advice from our partner companies in their own region.
In cooperation with the crane and systems manufacturers on the ground we develop custom-made
solutions and supply the appropriate technology – increasingly in the form of practical CraneKits,
as you can read on page 12. In our current issue we provide interesting insights into the world
of premium crane technology. At present we are underlining our claim to leadership in the field of
explosion-protected hoists and customised crane technology solutions with sophisticated offstandard solutions for the liquid natural gas industry. You will find more information on this background in the “LNG special”. There are new developments in the heavy load sector too.
Just in this issue we present two new solutions to complement the SHW winch: the AS 7 wire rope
hoist as twin hoist and the newly developed SW winch.
Have fun reading, and of course many thanks for your interest in STAHL CraneSystems!
Yours, Werner Wagner, Managing Director, STAHL CraneSystems
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> Wire rope hoists

Higher, stronger, faster
					
The AS 7 as twin hoist
Is there anyone who’s not familiar with the heavy duty winch SHW 8 –
the robust equipment for loads from 100 to 160 tonnes? Now STAHL
CraneSystems presents a new hoist in this weight class, the AS 7 ZW.
The AS 7 wire rope hoist as
twin hoist with double
rail crab, side view.

This further development of the established AS 7 wire rope hoist offers
a number of advantages in comparison with other hoists.
Higher, stronger, faster

The AS 7 wire rope hoist as
stationary lifting or towing
equipment in systems manufacture. The rope lead off and
the hoist mounting can
be varied depending on the
application.

As a twin hoist, the AS 7 ZW wire rope hoist has a faster hoisting
speed than those hoists hitherto available. It differs from its “little
brother” AS 7 in its conspicuously greater height of lift and its maximum
working load of up to 125 tonnes which STAHL CraneSystems has
achieved by modifying the rope reeving. Besides the technical data,
the price too is convincing: as a combination of field-proven STAHL
CraneSystems crane components the AS 7 ZW offers a cost-effective
alternative to other hoists in this weight class.

The AS 7 wire rope hoist as
stationary lifting equipment
with two synchronised load
pick-ups.

For crane systems and systems manufacturing
Its specific configuration makes the AS 7 ZW suitable for numerous
areas of application. Typically, the twin hoist is mounted on a doublerail crab and used on a double girder overhead travelling crane. Here it

A number of frequencycontrolled AS 7 wire rope
hoists are used as lifting
equipment in a storage and
retrieval machine for
synchronised hoisting of a
spreader beam.

can play out its trump card of compact construction: it requires only a
low ceiling height thus saving real money in new buildings. Its counterrunning rope reeving prevents sideways movement of the hook and
permits even heavy loads to be set down extremely accurately. This
makes day-to-day work faster and safer. However in systems manufacture too the AS 7 finds appreciative takers – as stationary hoisting or
towing equipment in diverse mounting positions and with various rope
lead-offs it moves factory doors and storage and retrieval machines or

An AS 7 wire rope hoist with
guided load used for
transporting heavy iron
plates.

can be used as a traversing hoist with multiple rope lead-offs, for
example in long goods storage technology. In brief: the AS 7 can move
anything heavy.

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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High safe working load, small format _
		 The SW winch sets new standards
The new SW winch includes the most important innovations in winch
design implemented in recent decades. The winch is compact,
long-lived, amazingly low-priced and designed for loads up to 160 t.
Compact dimensions
The SW winch meets our customers’ most important requirements: high
safe working load with compact dimensions. Thanks to its excellent
approach dimensions, it can utilise production areas to the maximum.
The SW winch is being launched in two frame sizes, and is available in
18 load capacity variants and in four FEM classifications. The SW10
covers loads from 32 t to 100 t, the larger SW16 models loads from
50 t to 160 t.
Mature design for longer service life
The short wheelbase of the new SW winch offers excellent approach
dimensions in conjunction with symmetrical wheel load distribution.
The low C dimension guarantees a short, optimised headroom and great
lifting height. Slightly angled return sheaves and rope sheaves as a
standard feature guarantee precise rope guidance and considerably
reduce wear on rope and rope sheaves. This technology has already
proven itself as an off-standard feature on our reliable SHW 8 winch.

The modular principle

The result is higher productivity thanks to low maintenance costs

The SW winch is a modular design composed

and short downtimes.

of high-quality standard components. This
permits multiple variants and enables us to
produce the new winch at an attractive price
in state-of-the-art series production. The
compact structure of the series components
and easy access to them simplify maintenance work and replacement making life
easy for fitters, and an advantage for
customers whose systems can be recommissioned speedily.
State-of-the-art technology
Frequency inverters on all drives as standard
ensure smooth starting and braking characteristics and minimum load swing. All frequency inverters were developed especially
for crane applications and are from a single
manufacturer. The up-to-date condition
monitoring system assists in error analysis
and maintenance. On request, the SW winch
can be equipped with the ESR feature. The
"Extended Speed Range" permits up to
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1,7-times hoisting speed with partial load
and thus makes an additional auxiliary
hoist superfluous.
Ideal for crane manufacturers
The SW winch is supplied with six preassembled panel boxes and universally
marked electrical plug connections – for fast
erection and commissioning. One of the

Advantages

internally lit panel boxes is reserved for
customers’ equipment. The generous
dimensioning of the panel boxes provides
plenty of room for individual installations.
As is the case with all our products, we offer
crane manufacturers professional planning
support. Our project engineers will provide
assistance for tricky problems and will be
pleased to answer all your technical questions. Here’s to our successful cooperation!

>> Excellent price-performance ratio
>> Small approach dimensions thanks to small
wheelbase
>> Optimised, angled return sheaves reduce wear on
rope and rope sheaves
>> True vertical lift
>> Rope guides as standard
>> Fine gradations in the 32 t to 160 t load range
>> Modular construction for fast erection, simple
maintenance and cost-effective production
>> Powerful 4-pole hoist motor
>> Frequency inverters on all drives ensure smooth
starting and braking characteristics and minimum
load swing
>> Continuous temperature control ensures longer
service life for hoist and travel motors
>> Hoist limiting with field-proven gear limit switch
and additional hoist limit switch activated by
bottom hook block
>> Pre-installed panel boxes make commissioning fast
>> As standard, six internally lit panel boxes with
plenty of room for customer's extensions.
>> Towing arm for power supply
>> Condition monitoring provides fast error analysis
and maintenance
Optionally available:
>> E SR (Extended Speed Range) for up to 170 %
hoisting speed with partial load. An additional
auxiliary hoist is often unnecessary.
>> Overwind protection instead of rope guide
>> Radio remote control
>> Maintenance platform
>> Second brake
>> Guide rollers instead of wheel flanges

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Website under scrutiny _
www.stahlcranes.com reloaded
On the Internet, the first few seconds decide

quarter of 2010 rose by half a minute to over three minutes, compared

whether a visitor will stay on the site or not. That is

with the previous year. The only good website is one that meets users’

reason enough to check the contents regularly

expectations. We are therefore grateful for all suggestions and tips –

and critically examine the whole site. Can the reader

have you looked for a product and not been able to find it, did a link

find what he‘s looking for? Is the content as a whole

react differently than you expected, do you feel that there was an area

up to date and are the texts themselves informative?

or service missing?

During recent months, we have standardised the
navigation, streamlined or supplemented texts,
adapted the content to our new sales concept and

We will be pleased to respond to your comments and questions at this

given the whole website a more up-to-date appear-

address: marketing@stahlcranes.com

ance. It was worth the effort: the structure of the
website is now clearer and readers can find the
information they are looking for faster. Information
boxes sum up the most important facts succinctly so
that even visitors who are in a hurry can quickly get
a general idea. Initial successes can already be
measured at least in technical terms: according to
the statistics, the dwell times have increased clearly
in recent months: the average duration in the 2nd
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Liquid natural gas is booming _
STAHL CraneSystems supplies the technology
Natural gas becomes liquid at a temperature

Soaring gas prices and the increasing demand for natural gas have

of –161°C. In this state it is odourless,

led to a real boom in liquid gas in recent years. The new exportation

colourless, relatively innocuous and: it is

methods have enabled additional gas sources to be opened up and

600 x more compact than in its gaseous state.

states to join in the international gas business which were previously

Liquid natural gas (abbreviated to LNG) can

barred from this market on the basis of their location. Gas-rich coun-

be pumped into tankers and transported over

tries, particularly in the Arabian and Asian regions, have been inves-

great distances by sea. This makes it a

ting in liquefaction plants and port terminals for some years.

significant alternative to pipeline-bound

The major LNG exporters are at present Qatar, Indonesia, Malaysia

natural gas. LNG is advancing all around the

and Nigeria. Importing countries – particularly Japan, India and South

world, many countries are investing in liquid

Korea – are constructing LNG terminals and regasification plants on

gas plants. As an explosion protection

their coasts en masse to take in the gas from overseas and feed it

expert, STAHL CraneSystems provides the

into their existing pipeline systems.

crane technology required.

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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A growth market for explosion-protected crane technology

Highest safety level 3B: normal operation even after rope breakage

A challenging industry is behind the LNG boom. Gas liquefaction is
complex and working with the easily inflammable gas is always hazardous. As technology leader for explosion-protected crane technology,
STAHL CraneSystems supplies suitable lifting technology for all sectors
of LNG technology. The products range from small explosion-protected
chain hoists for day-to-day maintenance work up to heavy, doublesafety LNG wire rope hoists which guarantee maximum safety during
work in the liquid gas tanks. In the last two years alone, STAHL CraneSystems has supplied LNG crane technology to the tune of many
millions of Euros.

Normal operation
with 1/1 reeving

Accident!
The load rope breaks.

Normal operation
with second hoist unit

Pump maintenance at –161°C
Liquid gas is stored in special cooling tanks at –161°C. Pumps feed
the cold liquid into a pipe system through which it is finally transported

Design without hooks
Off-standard ropes are required for the extreme conditions

to the specialised tankers. Up to five times a year, these pumps must

prevailing in the tank. These ropes are connected permanently to the

be lifted from the bottom of the 70 m high tanks and moved into the open

pump and remain inside the tank. For maintenance work, both ropes are

for maintenance work – a tricky business in which mistakes must be

connected to the wire rope hoist by means of rope clamps, so that no

avoided. If a broken wire rope caused the pump to fall and be damaged,

hook is necessary. When the pump is raised, only one rope acts as

in addition to the material damages a long and expensive production

hoisting rope, the second rope runs slack alongside as a backup. The

downtime would be caused. The LNG wire rope hoists from STAHL

ingenious point of this design: in an emergency at load change a

CraneSystems have been specially developed for such applications:

rocking suspension allows the whole hoist to ›tilt‹ so that the centre of

explosion-protected in compliance with ATEX and IECEx, equipped with

gravity of the load lies centrally under the wire rope hoist again. The

two rope drums, two ropes, two gears and two motors. If a rope should

off-standard suspension absorbs the shock from the load change and

break, the valuable load is taken up by the second hoist, work can

relieves the stress on the suspension at this critical point. Thanks to

continue without a break.

their redundant design and rocking suspension, the LNG wire rope
hoists from STAHL CraneSystems are deservedly regarded as the safest
hoists on the market.

Plant operators and planning bureaux specify various safety
standards for LNG hoists. STAHL CraneSystems offers suitable
wire rope hoist designs for all required safety levels.
Rope drums

Ropes

Hoist gear

Reeving

Level 1

1

1

1

1/1

Level 2

2

2

1

1/1

Level 3

2

2

2

1/1

Level 3A: non-rocking suspension
Level 3B: rocking suspension
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Double certification _
		 IECEx und ATEX
IECEx

STAHL CraneSystems products are now
available with IECEx certification. There is
broad agreement on classes and requirements between IECEx and the ATEX
standards commonly available here. Both
standards serve to evaluate conformity and
certify electrical equipment for use in
potentially explosive atmospheres. The main

The world is opting for LNG
More and more LNG terminals are being built in

goal of the IEC scheme introduced in 1996 is
to harmonise standards so that IECEx could

European ports too so as to become independent of

in future supersede the ATEX model. IECEx is

gas imports. Milford Haven in Wales as the largest

at present of major importance in particular

LNG port of importation at present covers approx.

outside Europe. Equipment with the corre-

20% of the British natural gas requirement with its

sponding certification can be commissioned

capacity. France, Italy and Spain have already built

without further testing in countries which

several LNG terminals, others are at the planning

recognise IECEx. Australia as one of the

stage. The first LNG terminal in the Netherlands is to

leaders regarding the IECEx standard is one

open in 2011, STAHL CraneSystems will supply the

of the most important markets, however

LNG wire rope hoists required before the end of

IECEx is meanwhile accepted unconditionally

2010. In spite of the effects of the global economic

in many regions of the world: a total of 26

crisis and the current development to extract gas

countries have joined IECEx: apart from some

from non-conventional sources the international

European countries and Australia, these

LNG market is still on the threshhold of intensive

include Canada, China, Brazil, India, Japan,

development: the gas requirement in the Asian-

Korea, New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa

Pacific region is expected to double between 2005

and the USA. Around the world, there are

and 2020. In conjunction with small modern power

34 recognised IECEx certification authorities

stations, natural gas is regarded as a ›true bridging

and 36 recognised test laboratories.

technology‹ during conversion to decentral regen-

For STAHL CraneSystems, the new certifica-

erative power generation. Market researchers

tion is an important and logical step – par-

estimate that between 2010 and 2015 over 140 bil.

ticularly with regard to the expanding global

dollars will be invested in LNG exporting plants.

gas market. “IECEx makes cooperation with

Analyses such as this estimate that the USA could

crane manufacturers abroad easier. In this

soon overtake Japan as regards LNG imports,

way we are spared approval procedures,

Australia will presumably overtake the current

which can be protracted in some states”,

export champion Qatar. However the market

explains Werner Wagner, Managing Director

develops – STAHL CraneSystems offers the right

of STAHL CraneSystems, and adds: “With

solution for every application related to explosion-

IECEx tested crane technology doors are

protected crane technology.

open to us all over the world.”

With the kind assistance of
Marc Philipp and Hermann Zink,
Director International Projects,
STAHL CraneSystems, Germany

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Light-footed 16 t portal cranes _
Budapest Margaret Bridge
renovated employing unusual technology
The idea of using portal cranes for construction work is not new. But on a bridge – not just any
bridge, but a bridge with a slight bend, a gradient and low load capacity! That was a challenge
not just for Hungarian crane manufacturer GD ²: this is the first time that this crane technology
has been used on a bridge in Hungary at all.
The Margaret Bridge is one of the 9 bridges over the Danube in Budapest in Hungary: built in 1876,
destroyed in the Second World War, reopened in 1948 and fully restored for the last time in the
Seventies. The general renovation of the busy bridge had been overdue for many years and was
begun last year. The bridge has been closed to motor traffic since 21 August 2009. A particular
requirement was that the Margaret Bridge must remain passable for trams and buses during the
whole construction period which makes it practically impossible to transport building materials to
the construction site by lorry. Thus the unusual plan was devised of building two off-standard
portal cranes.
A dimension of 18 m between the portals
As lorries cannot park on the bridge or at the bridgeheads they deliver the components via the
dock which runs along the riverbank below the bridge. From here the cranes lift the steel and
concrete sections which are 13–14 m in length onto the bridge by means of a 5 m long overhang
beam and transport them into the correct position without rotating them. To permit this, the dimension between the portals was increased to 18 m on the overhang beam side – a specially reinforced cross beam in welded latticework ensures the necessary stability in spite of the wide
spacing. A further advantage is that the area at the edge of the bridge is more easily accessible
so that it is easier to mount the components for the new pedestrian and cycle path.

10

The 130 employees of Hungarian crane manufacturer GD ² cover all
functions from design to crane manufacture to erection. The company is
regarded as STAHL CraneSystems’ most important partner on the Hungarian
market. As a manufacturer of off-standard cranes and transport solutions,
the traditional Hungarian company has trusted in competent advice from
STAHL CraneSystems’ high-performing R&D department for many years.

Off-standard undercarriages distribute the weight
Each portal crane can completely cover one half of the bridge on its
320 m long crane runway. One of the biggest challenges for GD ² ’s crane
designers was distributing the load so that the bridge can withstand the
stresses. A further difficulty was that the north and south sides of the
bridge have a 1° bend and a gradient of up to 3 % so that conventional
portal crane undercarriages were excluded from the outset. The
remedy was found in four specially manufactured undercarriages from
STAHL CraneSystems. Each of these units consists of four driven
wheels which can swivel both in pairs and jointly. Thus we achieve a
maximum wheel load of less than 5 tonnes which is lower than the
wheel load of the Budapest trams. The total output of the 16 driven
wheels is 35 kW so that the cranes can operate safely even with 16 t
rated load, 3 % gradient and a wind speed of 50 km/h. Two of our robust
SH series wire rope hoists are used as lifting equipment, the cranes
are radio-controlled.
Proven in use
GD ² erected the portal cranes in December 2009. They have been
in daily use since then: they lift the heavy reinforced concrete elements
from the carriageway and transport them to the loading point at the
bridgehead. Later they take up the new carriageway sections there and
manoeuvre them into the correct position. Completion of the
construction work is scheduled for the end of 2010.

With the kind assistance of Erich Kopriwa,
Export Consultant, Central and South-East European countries,
STAHL CraneSystems, Hungary

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Clear lines, clear advantages _
CraneKit – the new sophisticated sales concept
> Crane components
		
for crane manufacturers
Karl Haslinger is the owner of a metalworking company in Lower
Bavaria, focussing on classic structural steelwork. Since last year,
Karl Haslinger has been building cranes, more precisely: standard and
off-standard solutions for all aspects of crane manufacturing – with
great success. True to the motto “everything from a single source”,
Haslinger GmbH covers all crane manufacturing work from planning to
manufacture to on-site erection. “Our goal is to be a competent partner
for our customers in our region”, says Karl Haslinger.
From metalworker to crane manufacturer
To turn a few tonnes of steel into a high tech crane, lifting, travel and
control technology is required. STAHL CraneSystems introduced a new
sales concept in 2010 which is specially geared to crane manufacturers.

“This new style of cooperation gives us

All the crane technology modules are delivered to the crane manufac-

the confidence to plan even bigger crane

turer in the form of a handy CraneKit: pre-assembled, pre-wired, fully

systems in the future and build them in

labelled and documented. The crane manufacturer need only assemble

collaboration with STAHL CraneSystems”

the components and plug the cables into the corresponding sockets. All

			

components are bench-tested by STAHL CraneSystems before delivery
so that the crane is ready for use right away.
Sophisticated planning aids
To ensure productive collaboration, STAHL CraneSystems offers its
crane manufacturers wide-ranging support, first and foremost the good
old personal contact to sales and engineering departments. Right from
the planning stage, STAHL CraneSystems assigns an expert to the
customer so that the best possible advice is guaranteed. In the case of
complex crane systems in particular, the crane manufacturer can
access the expertise of STAHL CraneSystems’ engineering department
directly, who will assist him not only in questions relating to crane
technology but also crane design. As the world’s major supplier of offstandard hoists and explosion-protected cranes, in this respect STAHL
CraneSystems offers crane manufacturers advantages in expertise and
technology which give them access to the lucrative market in off-standard designs and customised solutions. The basis for all customerspecific off-standard hoists is provided by the world’s largest complete
range of chain and wire rope hoists. Selecting the ideal technology from
this immense finely-graded programme has been very much simplified
by the new in-house “CraneGuide” software. The CraneGuide is
available to all crane manufacturers free of charge and helps them
plan, calculate and order the crane technology. The crane manu‑
facturer defines the technical specifications via input masks and then
automatically receives not only a corresponding three-dimensional

12

visualisation of the crane, but a complete quotation. Thus even compli-

Karl Haslinger

cated projects can planned simply and
“I didn’t expect so many customers to ask specifically

calculated in practically no time at all. If

		

questions should arise during planning, the

for STAHL CraneSystems technology.”

planning data can be forwarded directly to a
STAHL CraneSystems expert for discussion.
Knowledge gives a competitive edge
To ensure that the high quality of the products is reflected in consulting and service,
STAHL CraneSystems offers an extensive
range of training courses for crane manufacturers and their fitters. In addition to technical information on the products, innovations
and expert knowledge, for example on the
subject of explosion protection, are communicated. These training courses enable the
crane manufacturer and his fitters to carry
out all maintenance and repairs independently and thus offer full customer service.
Nevertheless for difficult projects they
always have access to the STAHL CraneSystems customer service centre which
will provide speedy and unbureaucratic
You will find the film

assistance.

about CraneKits at
www.stahlcranes.com

Karl Haslinger is content
The first CraneKit he received was erected in record time, the technology worked
straightaway. His crane beam production, set
up just in 2009, is working at such full capacity that he erected a second building at the
beginning of 2010 and is already planning
further expansion. “I didn’t expect so many
customers to ask specifically for STAHL
CraneSystems technology”, Karl Haslinger is
pleased to note. “It turns out that we as
crane manufacturers are in a very fortunate
position thanks to the high degree of
competence prevailing at STAHL CraneSystems, both in sales and production.”
With the kind assistance of
Fred Weber, Component Sales,
STAHL CraneSystems, Biburg

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Ready for the big freeze _ Low temperatureresistant crane in a Russian chemical plant

Machines for the Russian market must be equipped for all types of
weather conditions. Summer in St. Petersburg scarcely differs from
summer in Germany, however from December to March the city freezes
up completely. The temperature may drop briefly to –25°C. The
explosion-protected crane which STAHL CraneSystems supplied to
St. Petersburg in October 2010 is fully operational even in bitter frost.
This is made possible by several off-standard solutions which STAHL
CraneSystems developed especially for this crane.

Heated wire rope hoist
Both hoist and control are installed in thermally insulated housings.
If the external sensors detect temperatures below –15°C explosionprotected heaters in the housings switch on. Space heaters in all motors
stop them freezing up and prevent condensation forming.
Automatic cut-off
As a rule the crane is radio-controlled. At temperatures below
–20 °C the crane automatically switches over from radio operation to
the manual control pendant permitting the crane to be operated safely
down to –40 °C. If the temperature drops below this level the crane
switches off automatically. The crane operator is made aware of this
by indicator lamps in the control pendant and the radio transmitter
lighting up.
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Concentrated
knowledge on
explosion-protected 		
crane technology
Explosion protection is a complicated subject
applying to many branches of industry. As the
world’s leading manufacturer of explosion-protected
crane technology we have now produced our own
brochure on this subject. The work is based on over
100 years of experience developing crane technol‑

A safe route through the snow

ogy and explosion protection: STAHL CraneSystems

So that the fitters can access the hoist even
in snow and ice, the catwalk along the crane

built the first portal crane in 1898, the company has

bridge was equipped with railings on both

been developing explosion-protected crane

sides. Platforms over the endcarriages protect

components since 1926. This concentrated expert

the travel drives and make climbing onto the

knowledge makes the brochure a comprehensive

crab easier. Four brass rail sweeps remove

handbook worth reading: in addition to fundamental

snow from the rails and ensure safe operation

legal, physical and technical information the

even in the middle of winter. The crane is

brochure also advises on the duties and obligations

intended for outdoor use in a chemical plant

of operators and possible sources of danger. In

and meets the explosion protection require-

the second section of the brochure we present our

ments for Zone 1. It replaces a previous Ex

own solutions and our range of explosion-protected

crane built by our company which operated in

lifting, travel and control technology, the most com-

these conditions for 35 years and was now to

prehensive in the world.
The brochure is available in the following

be replaced by up-to-the minute technology.

languages: German, English, Spanish, French,

With the kind assistance of
Norbert Horndacher, Product Manager,
STAHL CraneSystems, Künzelsau
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Physikalische und technische Grundlagen
Ex d

Zone 2

Ex e

Zone 1

Zündquelle

Zone 0

Indirekte Kabeleinführung, sehr hohes Maß
an Sicherheit, realisiert durch Schutzart erhöhte
Sicherheit »e« und druckfeste Kapselung »d«.
Verbindung des Anschlussraums Ex e zu Ex d mit
Aderleitungsdurchführung.

Zone 0

brennbarer Stoff

Luft (Sauerstoff)

Eine Explosion ist eine plötzliche
chemische Reaktion eines brennbaren Stoffes mit Sauerstoff unter
Freisetzung hoher Energie. Brennbare
Stoffe können hierbei Gase, Nebel,
Dämpfe oder Stäube sein. Eine Explosion kann nur ablaufen, wenn drei
Faktoren zusammenkommen: ein
brennbarer Stoff (in entsprechender
Verteilung und Konzentration),
Sauerstoff (in der Luft) und eine
Zündquelle (z. B. elektrischer Funke).

Es gilt also, eine Zündung zu
vermeiden oder die Auswirkung einer
Explosion auf ein unbedenkliches
Maß zu minimieren. Hierzu müssen
alle Betriebsgeräte, die in explosionsgefährdeten Bereichen eingesetzt
werden, nach den Vorschriften der
ATEX Produktrichtlinie 94/9/EG konstruiert, hergestellt und selbstverständlich entsprechend gekennzeichnet werden. Die Einteilung der Geräte
in Gruppen und Kategorien ergibt
sich aus deren Einsatzbereich oder
dem Sicherheitsmaß der Schutzmaß-

nahmen und der Häufigkeit des Auftretens einer explosionsfähigen Atmosphäre. Hierbei muss das jeweils
höchstmögliche Gefahrenpotential
berücksichtigt werden. In Bereichen,
in denen trotz aller Maßnahmen zur
Vermeidung, explosionsfähige Atmosphären auftreten können, dürfen nur
explosionsgeschützte Betriebsgeräte
eingesetzt werden. Diese Betriebsgeräte werden nach den entsprechenden Baubestimmungen (Normenreihe

EN 13463 für nichtelektrische Betriebsgeräte
in gas-/staubexplosionsgefährdeten Bereichen

EN 60079 für Betriebsgeräte in gasexplosionsgefährdeten Bereichen

Ex d

Ex p

Ex e

Ex n

Ex o

EN 60079, Normenreihe EN 61241 und
Normenreihe EN 13463) in verschiedenen Zündschutzarten ausgeführt.
Welche Zündschutzart der Hersteller
anwendet, hängt von der Art und
Funktion des Geräts ab. Alle genormten Zündschutzarten innerhalb einer
Kategorie sind gleichwertig. Der
Hersteller bestätigt in der zur technischen Dokumentation zugehörigen
CE-Konformitätserklärung, dass
das Produkt mit den ATEX Richtlinien
übereinstimmt.

Ex m

Ex op

Ex i

Ex q

Ex b

Ex c

EN 61241 für Betriebsgeräte
in staubexplosionsgefährdeten Bereichen

Ex fr

Ex k

Ex d

Ex p

Ex tD

Ex iD

Ex pD

Ex mD

druckfeste
Kapselung

Überdruckkapselung

erhöhte
Sicherheit

Zone 2
Betriebsgeräte

Ölkapselung

Vergusskapselung

optische
Strahlung

Eigensicherheit

Sandkapselung

Zündquellenüberwachung

konstruktive
Sicherheit

schwadenhemmende
Kapselung

Flüssigkeitskapselung

druckfeste
Kapselung

Überdruckkapselung

Schutz durch
Gehäuse

Eigensicherheit

Überdruckkapselung

Vergusskapselung

(EN 60079-1)

(EN 60079-2)

(EN 60079-7)

(EN 60079-15)

(EN 60079-6)

(EN 60079-18)

(EN 60079-28)

(EN 60079-11)

(EN 60079-5)

(EN 13463-6)

(EN 13463-5)

(EN 13463-2)

(EN 13463-8)

(EN 13463-3)

(EN 13463-7)

(EN 61241-1)

(EN 61241-11)

(EN 61241-4)

(EN 61241-18)
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Quality in detail _
		 Our component production in Künzelsau
We’re idealists in Künzelsau.
We only have confidence in components we have made ourselves to cope

customers’ requirements. All individual

with the harsh duty in our customers’ plants. That is why we still produce

components are tested with ultra-modern

all the important components ourselves, for example: gearwheels, gears,

measurement technology before being

rope drums, pinions and rope guides. The quality of our products is in our

released for assembly. The completed wire

own hands in our ultra-modern component production and in addition we can

rope hoists, winches and chain hoists from

produce customised components fast. In explosion protection and control

Künzelsau have to survive an endurance test

production too we trust solely in our experience and our own experts.

on our test bench before delivery. So every

In the Künzelsau plant, real German craftsmanship is produced. Short

piece of equipment has proven itself in

communication channels between planners, development engineers and

rigorous use before we despatch it to you.

production departments mean that we can produce customised designs fast.
We have maintained this flexibility up to the present day as this is the only
way we can offer the world’s widest range of hoists – and modify them to suit

Milling gearwheels in the mechanical
production department.

Locking an Ex housing securely
in the control production department.

Programming a frequency inverter.
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press review

“STAHL CraneSystems now offers a new
manufacturing and delivery concept. Since
2009 the company has no longer built crane
systems. Instead, the leeway created is to
be used to expedite developing and manufacturing up-to-date lifting, travel and control
technology more intensively (...)”.

> Crane components

Issue 8-9/10 in the article ›News on Crane
and Co.‹

“(…) The crane technology specialist STAHL
CraneSystems presents the RadioMOVEit, a
new control device for chain hoists which is
attached directly to the chain. The operator can
guide the load safely with two non-slip handles
and at the same time control all the chain
hoist’s functions without removing his hands
Project-related design office.

from the handles”.
Issue 4/2010 in the article ›Ergonomic and
safe hoisting‹

Continual optimation of work processes and the application
of Kanban systems ensure STAHL CraneSystems’ production
is lean and efficient.

“(…) STAHL CraneSystems produces crane
technology in Künzelsau – a particular type of
crane technology. The chain and wire rope
hoists, travel and control components for industrial cranes stand out for their high quality
and long service life, and can be adapted
for each customer individually (...) For the
engineers in Künzelsau will develop the
appropriate solution for every application –
for customers all around the world (…)”.
Issue No.7/2010 in the article ›Specialists for
cranes‹
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UGOL ROSSII & MINING, June 2010
Novokuznetsk/Russia

Crane technology
		
at your fingertips _
Trade fairs in 2010
Québec Show, October 2010
Québec/Canada

What’s the best way to convince customers
of the high quality of your crane technology?
In one-on-one conversations and with
products which the customer can examine
at close range and try out extensively. And
since trade fairs are best for this, in 2010

INTEC, September 2010
Coimbatore/India

STAHL CraneSystems travelled around the
world again to showcase our technology.
Some of the fairs were handled by our hardworking staff on their own, in others we

around explosion protection. Our crane

actively assisted our regional partners.

manufacturing partner “MM Engineers”

Particularly in demand again this year was

presented crane solutions “powered by

explosion-protected crane technology –

STAHL CraneSystems” at the INTEC

one of our areas of expertise.

in India, in Algeria our team from France

At the UGOL ROSSII & MINING 2010, the

fielded customers’ questions. In October

Russian trade fair dealing with mining and

our Canadian partner CanStahl had great

mining technology, everything revolved

success with its presentation in Québec.
ALGER INDUSTRIES
September 2010
Parc des Expositions d’Alger

SAOGE, October 2010
Dammam /Saudi Arabia
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ADIPEC, November 2010
Abu Dhabi

Monolithic stone temple, hewn from
a single rock, in Mahabalipuram
near Chennai. An architectural and
sculptural marvel and a popular
tourist destination!

Midway between an impressive history
and a flourishing future _
			 Our subsidiary in India
STAHL CraneSystems has been supplying equipment to India since
1985. Since the import regulations were relaxed approximately ten

A growing market for superior technology
Up to 2002, the import of capital equipment into India was restricted.

years ago, our market share has been rising continually. The Indian

As import duties dropped, so STAHL CraneSystems’ sales figures in

subsidiary of STAHL CraneSystems is located in Chennai – previously

India began to rise. In the meantime, a large market for our products

known as Madras. A team of nine supports our Indian crane

has emerged. India is regarded as one of the most desirable industrial

manufacturing and sales partners from this base.

locations. Many international companies have settled here in recent
years. Many of these had already had positive experience of our

In the dynamic centre
Chennai was a good choice as a base: Many

high-quality crane technology. Thus our Indian team had the pleasure of
numerous orders from well-known customers. Meanwhile, over 500

international companies have settled in the vicinity

crane systems are in operation in the plants of over 200 different

of the port. With Ford, Hyundai, Nissan, Leyland and

customers in India. At present our team is in the process of expanding

Daimler Trucks Chennai is an important automobile

business in Ex hoists and crane components. Two of their most recent

manufacturing centre with a wide network of

projects are an order for 17 hoist units (5 – 50 t) from our partners

ancillary suppliers. Good roads connect the city on

MM Engineers for Toshiba’s new turbine factory and an 80 t portal crane

the southeast coast with all important cities such

for Herrenknecht. A 65 t overhead travelling crane for Ford is currently

as Mumbai, New Delhi, Kolkata, Pune or Bangalore.

being delivered.
This emerging country is well on the way to becoming an industrial

Reaching the customers through partners
In India, a different regional language is spoken

nation. We have the pleasure of accompanying them on their journey
with high-quality crane technology from STAHL CraneSystems.

every 500 km – poor prospects for an exclusive
dealer based in a single location. Instead, our Indian
subsidiary has built up a network of partners

With the kind assistance of Anand Dayanidhi, General Manager,
STAHL CraneSystems, India, Pvt Ltd.

throughout the land. These crane manufacturers,
spread out strategically over the country, can
offer optimum on-the-spot service to customers.
Manufacturing cranes decentrally avoids the
arduous transport of the steel beams across the
vast subcontinent.

STAHL CraneSystems, India teamfrom left to right:
Mrs. Mithra, Mr. Klaus Wagner,
Mr. Anand, vMr. Thayu, Mr. Jayakumar, Mrs. Shobana.
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Copy

Fill in

Fax +49 7940 128-2300

Company
Name
Department
Address

Tel			

Fax

AS 7 wire rope hoist

CraneKits

Information on

4 pages

for professionals

explosion protection

16 pages

crane technology

English

24 pages

German

English

French

German

English

Spanish

French

German
French
Spanish
Russian

ST chain hoists

ST explosion-protected

16 pages

chain hoists
2 pages

English
German

English

French

German

Spanish

Spanish

Russian
Italian

SH ex wire rope

SHW 8 winch

Wire rope hoists

hoist programme

4 pages

16 pages

2 pages
English
German

English

English

German

German
French
Spanish
Russian
Italian
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